
P R E S E N T A T I O N

May We Have Your Attention, Please? 
 Strategies on Being Seen and Heard on Social Media

Featuring Brett White, Digital Media Officer
West Hollywood, CA



Welcome to the Agency-to-Agency Webinar Series!

December 2018:
Building Support with Your Tax Base
Simon VanDyk, Harris County ESD, TX

January 2019:
Social Media During the Super Bowl
Jordan Gilgenbach, Minneapolis, MN

February 2019:
Everything You Need to Know About 
Nextdoor
Joseph Porcelli, Public Agency Lead, 
Nextdoor 2

March 2019:
How to Build Your Social Media Policy 
from Scratch
Emily Garner, Public Information Specialist, 
Greenville Utilities Commission, NC

April 2019:
Social Media and FOIA in 2019
Niquelle Allen
Director and FOIA Officer, 
DC Office of Open Government

May 2019:
Today’s Webinar!

More than 4,000 attendees in 2018-19!



Housekeeping 

● All attendees are on mute

● Feel free to use the question 
function to submit questions

● There will be time for Q&A 
throughout the presentation

● The webinar is being recorded 
and you will receive a copy via 
email
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Today’s Agenda

Today’s Topic:
May We Have Your Attention, Please? 
Strategies on Being Seen and Heard 
on Social Media
(20 minutes)

Presented by: 
Brett White, Digital Media Officer
West Hollywood, CA

Social Media CYA + Live Q&A:
Latest news & tips to Cover Your Agency,
followed by Live Q&A with Brett
***
(To the end of the hour)

Hosted by: Anil Chawla
Founder & CEO
ArchiveSocial



About Our Speaker: Brett White
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About Brett

● Brett White specializes in the management of public-sector 
digital, social and emerging media and web services. 

● He has been with the City of West Hollywood for over two 
decades. 

● As Digital Media Officer, Brett has successfully launched 
and nurtured an award-winning social media presence that 
is recognized as unparalleled by cities across the nation.



S E C T I O N

May We Have Your Attention, Please? 
Strategies on Being Seen and Heard on Social 
Media
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S E C T I O N

Proudly Presents...

SOCIAL MEDIA CYA
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(CYA = Cover Your Agency, of course)



From the news...

Key Takeaways:

➡ Colorado courts have ruled politicians cannot block 
constituents on social media

➡ However, the practice of blocking on social media 
continues to be common

➡ 3 separate cases in Colorado have cost more than $75,000 
in settlements over the last year as a result of lawmakers 
blocking constituents online
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The Cost of Blocking Constituents on Social Media



CYA Success Story: A real records request
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Miami Gardens, FL
Individual blocked on social media issued a 
records request for:

1. All social media between himself and the City
2. All Twitter content since he was blocked
3. All Twitter DMs from all time



Are you Covering Your… Agency? We can help.
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We’re happy to hop on the phone to help you:

Learn about the public records requirements 
for social media in your state

Find out which agencies near you are already 
archiving social media

Hear about real records requests and legal 
situations near you



S E C T I O N

Q & A
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Q & A
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How do you keep boring government information from being boring on social media? Or should 
you?

Should you? Absolutely. How do we do it? I covered a lot of that in my presentation, but 
generally by masking the boringness with an eye catching graphic, GIF or video and 
clever phrasing, humor and emojis.

 
What are some ways to be creative when you work in the conservative culture of state 
government and are sometimes promoting somewhat boring information?
 

By and large, the vast majority of what we put out there is boring. It comes with the 
territory. Good rule of thumb? Think of what would catch your attention and go from there.



Q & A
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Should we post the same information on a variety of channels, or should each channel have its 
own look?
 

If we’re posting regarding one of the 250 or so news releases we put out every year, we 
typically post that information on multiple platforms. That said, Facebook is not Twitter 
and Twitter is not Instagram. We craft our posts to specifically fit each platform. Playing 
on and adjusting to the limitations and benefits of each.

 
How much emphasis should we put on creating our own video content? What equipment do 
you use?
 

IMO, as much as you can. Video is where it’s at. For our main City account, we use 
higher-end equipment because we’re lucky enough to be able to do that AND have staff 
that can use the equipment properly. But it is absolutely NOT a necessity. Authenticity 
should be the primary focus, not quality.



Q & A
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Do you follow a social media post schedule? How do you gather content? 

Our social media outreach is typically situated at the end of the information pipeline and is 
generally guided by the 250 or so news releases we put out there every year. We fill in 
the gaps with other content. That said, our social media specialist has a content calendar 
that is so complex, I can’t even make heads or tails of it – but that’s only because he’s 
brilliant and I’m an idiot.

What's the best way to coordinate postings between different departments?

We’re a little less coordinated than some other agencies. We sort of let the other 
Divisions do their own thing. That said, when required, we simply use email, Dropbox, 
tagging, and cross posting functionality as needed.



Q & A
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How to deal with negative comments?

If it’s a legit comment coming from a legit concern or issue, give them an answer along 
with an offline means to follow up – whether that be a phone number or an email. Don’t 
drag the back and forth out too much in the public eye.

If you think they’re trolling, ignore it. Social Media 101 – Don’t feed the trolls.

Is there any "troll-proof" content? ;-)

Troll proof content? Nope. We work for the people. Everything is fair game.



Q & A
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What social media metrics are important to you to measure, and what tools do you use to 
measure them?

For us, the most important metrics are reach and growth. Although we report on all the 
basic metrics, we’re not required to quantify our efforts. Our organization understands 
that social media is as important as traditional media, if not more so.

For tools, we use whatever is inherent to each platform. We also download metrics 
quarterly and keep them in a database.



Q & A
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How do you plan your strategy ahead of time to post at the best time?

Content wise, the “ahead of time” is tied to when our PIO puts the new release out. We 
get active from there. For actually posting times, we rely on analytics derived from the 
various platforms and schedule accordingly. If it’s content we plan on boosting, it doesn’t 
matter. The ads will take care of it.

How much time weekly do you spend working on your social media accounts?

More than a full-time job.



Q & A
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What are your best tips and tricks for people who don't have a lot of time or any money to 
spend on social media?

Single best piece of advice is to try anything and everything with what you currently have 
to work with. This will eventually give you some hard data to help you make a case for 
additional staffing and/or resources.

What are some programs you recommend for creating social media content?

We typically go for a little sleeker production value with our content, only because that’s 
what we’re competing with. So we use Final Cut Pro and Premiere (depending on who’s 
doing it…we’re a house divided) for video and Photoshop for graphics. Also, Canva is a 
great online graphics platform for very little money.



Q & A
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Which one gets the most engagement, still photos or videos? 

Our videos tend to garner more engagement than graphics or still photos do. But 
sometimes you never know what’s gonna catch on.

What is the ideal number of posts per day and per week? 

The number of posts per day depends on the platform. For us, we average once per day 
on Insta and Facebook, while we throw 6 -10 tweets on a daily basis.

How do you get more engagement and positive likes?

By knowing your audience and crafting your content accordingly. Also, focus on the long 
game. The more you post and engage from your account, the more engagement you’ll 
get in return…eventually. None of this stuff happens overnight, however.



Q & A
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What has been your most successful campaign(s) for engagement and reach. 

The PSAs with the influencers I referenced in the presentation. We’ve done 
approximately 6 of those and have reached millions and millions of people and garnered 
tremendous media coverage as well.

Also do you repurpose your graphics across platforms, and if so, do you vary their look apart 
from size?

Sometimes, especially if we intend to boost or run ads with them. Those darn 20% text 
rules on Facebook can be troublesome, specifically. 



Q & A
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Any suggestions for pitching creative social media ideas to conservative bureaucrats who are 
nervous about controversy and public information requests? 

Baby steps. Start slipping more small creative ideas into your game plan that can fly 
under the radar and wouldn’t cross the threshold of requiring permission. Demonstrate to 
your officials that these types of ideas work. You may find they’ll then be more open to 
bigger ideas. You’re the social media professional in your employment arrangement. So 
take the reins and show them that. 


